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BIFURCATION OF GAP SOLITONS IN COUPLED MODE EQUATIONS IN
d DIMENSIONS
TOMÁŠ DOHNAL1 AND LISA WAHLERS2
Abstract. We consider a system of first order coupled mode equations in Rd describing the
envelopes of wavepackets in nonlinear periodic media. Under the assumptions of a spectral
gap and a generic assumption on the dispersion relation at the spectral edge, we prove the
bifurcation of standing gap solitons of the coupled mode equations from the zero solution. The
proof is based on a Lyapunov-Schmidt decomposition in Fourier variables and a nested Banach
fixed point argument. The reduced bifurcation equation is a perturbed stationary nonlinear
Schrödinger equation. The existence of solitary waves follows in a symmetric subspace thanks
to a spectral stability result. A numerical example of gap solitons in R2 is provided.
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1. Introduction
First order coupled mode equations (CMEs) are used to describe a class of wavepackets in
periodic structures [2, 11, 8, 3, 7, 5, 6]. They are modulation equations for the envelopes
of asymptotically broad and small wavepackets. In [6] the authors have derived and justified
CMEs as modulation equations for the d-dimensional periodic Gross-Pitaevskii equation. These
CMEs have the form
(1.1) ipBtAj ` vpjqg ¨∇Ajq `
Nÿ
r“1
κjrAr `Njp ~Aq “ 0, j “ 1, . . . , N,
where for j, r P t1, . . . , Nu
Njp ~Aq :“
ÿ
pm,n,oqPt1,...,Nu3
γ
pm,n,oq
j AmAnAo,
γ
pm,n,oq
j P C, κjr P C, vpjqg P Rd,
and where the matrix κ “ pκjrqNj,r“1 is Hermitian. This system (although only for the setting
with κ “ 0) was first derived in [7]. Like with all modulation equations, the application of CMEs
is not limited to the Gross-Pitaevskii equation. It applies to wavepackets centered around N
Bloch waves (N -wave mixing) with nonzero group velocities in models with nonlinearities that
are cubic at lowest order.
The aim of this paper is to prove the existence of localized time harmonic solutions
(1.2) ~Apx, tq “ e´iωt ~Bpxq, | ~Bpxq| Ñ 0 as |x| Ñ 8,
with ω in a gap of the linear spatial operator of (1.1). Such solutions are often called (standing)
gap solitons. A necessary condition for the existence of a spectral gap is κ ‰ 0. Hence, gap
solitons cannot be obtained in the setting of [7]. We prove the existence of gap solitons in an
asymptotic region near a spectral edge point ω0. The result can be interpreted as a bifurcation
from the zero solution at the spectral edge.
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2 TOMÁŠ DOHNAL1 AND LISA WAHLERS2
The equation for ~B is
(1.3) ω ~B ´ Lp∇q ~B ` ~Np ~Bq “ 0,
where
Lp∇q “
¨˚
˝´iv
p1q
g ¨∇
. . .
´ivpNqg ¨∇
‹˛‚´ κ.
Our proof is constructive in that we use an asymptotic approximation of a solution ~B at
ω “ ω0 ` Opε2q, ε Ñ 0. The approximation is a modulation ansatz with a slowly varying
envelope modulating the bounded linear solution at the spectral edge ω0. The envelope is shown
to satisfy a d´dimensional nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLS) with constant coefficients. We
prove that for sufficiently smooth PT symmetric (parity time symmetric) solutions of the NLS
there are solutions ~B of (1.3) at ω “ ω0 ` Opε2q which are close to the asymptotic ansatz.
The proof is carried out in Fourier variables in L1pRdq. It is based on a decomposition of the
solution in Fourier variables according to the eigenvectors of Lpikq P Cnˆn and on a nested
Banach fixed point argument. The reduced bifurcation equation is a perturbed stationary
nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLS). Solitary waves are the found via a persistence argument
starting from solitary waves of the unperturbed NLS. The persistence holds in a symmetric
subspace thanks to a spectral stability result of Kato.
Previously, the question of the existence of solitary waves of CMEs has been addressed only
in one dimension in [2], where an explicit family of gap solitons was found for CMEs describing
the asymptotics of wavepackets in media with infinitesimally small contrast. These gap solitons
are parametrized by velocity v P p´1, 1q (after a rescaling). In [4] a numerical continuation
was used to construct gap solitons also in one dimensional CMEs for finite contrast periodic
structures. In higher dimensions it was shown in [6] that for (1.1) a spectral gap of Lp∇q exists
only for N ě 4. Next, standing gap solitons were computed numerically for d “ 2, N “ 4. Here
we prove the existence of standing gap solitons of the form (1.2) for ω asymptotically close to
the spectrum under the condition that the spectral edge is given by an isolated extremum of
the dispersion relation.
The rest of the paper consists firstly of a formal derivation of the effective NLS equation
for the modulation ansatz in Section 2. Next, in Section 3 we state and prove the main
approximation result. Finally, Section 4 presents a numerical example of a solution ~B and a
numerical verification of the convergence of the asymptotic error.
2. Formal Asymptotics of Gap Solitons
The formal asymptotics of localized solutions of (1.3) were performed already in [6]. We
repeat here the calculation for readers’ convenience.
The spectrum of Lp∇q can be determined using Fourier variables. We employ the Fourier
transform pfpkq :“ pFfqpkq :“ p2piq´d{2 ż
Rd
fpxqe´ik¨x dx
with the inverse formula fpxq “ pF´1 pfqpxq “ p2piq´d{2 şRd pfpkqeik¨x dk. The spectrum of Lp∇q
is
σpLp∇qq “ YjPt1,...,NuλjpRdq,
where λjpkq is the eigenvalue of Lpikq P CNˆN for each k P Rd, i.e.
Lpikq~ηpjqpkq “ λjpkq~ηpjqpkq
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for some ~ηpjqpkq P CNzt0u. Because Lpikq˚ “ Lpikq for all k P Rd, we have λj : Rd Ñ R. The
mapping k ÞÑ pλ1pkq, . . . , λNpkqqT is the dispersion relation of (1.1).
The central assumptions of our analysis are
(A.1) The spectrum σpLp∇qq Ă R has a gap, denoted by pα, βq with α ă β.
(A.2) ω0 P tα, βu and for some j0 P N, k0 P B we have
ω0 “ λjpkq if and only if pj, kq “ pj0, k0q.
Assumption (A.2) means that the spectral edge ω0 is defined by one isolated extremum of the
eigenvalue λj0 and that this is separated at k “ k0 from all other eigenvalues.
We make the following asymptotic ansatz for a gap soliton at ω “ ω0 ` ε2ω1 R σpLp∇qq,
where ω1 “ Op1q
(2.1) ~Bapppxq :“ εCpεxqeik0¨x~ηpj0qpk0q.
In Fourier variables this is
(2.2) p~Bapppkq “ ε1´d pC ˆk ´ k0
ε
˙
~ηpj0qpk0q.
Substituting (2.2) and ω “ ω0 ` ε2ω1 into the Fourier transform of the left hand side of (1.3),
we get
pω0 ` ε2ω1q p~Bapp ´ Lpikq p~Bapp `x~Np ~Bappq
“εpω0 ` ε2ω1 ´ λj0pkqqηpj0qpk0q pC ˆk ´ k0ε
˙
` ε3 ~Npηpj0qpk0qqp pC ˚ pC ˚ pCqˆk ´ k0
ε
˙
“ε3
«˜
ω1 ´
ˆ
k ´ k0
ε
˙T
G0
k ´ k0
ε
¸ pC ˆk ´ k0
ε
˙
` Γp pC ˚ pC ˚ pCqˆk ´ k0
ε
˙ff
~ηpj0qpk0q ´ ~Rpkq,
where
G0 :“ 1
2
D2λj0pk0q, Γ :“ ~ηpj0qpk0q˚x~Np~ηpj0qpk0qq,
and where
~Rpkq :“ε3
˜
λj0pkq ´ ω0 ´
ˆ
k ´ k0
ε
˙T
G0
k ´ k0
ε
¸
~ηpj0qpk0q pC ˆk ´ k0
ε
˙
`ε3
ˆx~Np~ηpj0qpk0qq ´ ~ηpj0qpk0q˚x~Np~ηpj0qpk0qq~ηpj0qpk0qq˙ p pC ˚ pC ˚ pCqˆk ´ k0
ε
˙
is small as shown in Sec. 3.
A necessary condition for the smallness of the residual corresponding to ~Bapp is the vanishing
of the square brackets. This is equivalent to
(2.3) ω1C `∇T pG0∇Cq ` Γ|C|2C “ 0
for C : Rd Ñ C. Equation (2.3) is the effective nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLS) for the
envelope C.
3. The Bifurcation and Approximation Result
Under assumptions (A.1-A.2) and the following assumption (A.3) we prove the bifurcation
result below.
(A.3) The kernel of the Jacobian J corresponding to the NLS equation, as defined in (3.16), is
pn` 1q-dimensional (i.e. generated only by the continuous invariances of the NLS).
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We define next the space L1spRdq for s ě 0 as
L1spRdq :“ tf P L1pRdq : p1` | ¨ |qsf P L1pRdqqu.
For vector valued functions f : Rd Ñ CN we write f P L1spRdq if fj P L1spRdq for each j “
1, . . . , N .
The space of continuous functions f : Rd Ñ C satisfying the asymptotics fpxq Ñ 0 as
|x| Ñ 8 is denoted by C0pRdq.
Theorem 1. Choose ω0 such that (A.1) and (A.2) are satisfied. Let pα, βq Ă R be the spectral
gap from (A.1) and let ω1 P R be such that signpω1q “ 1 if ω0 “ α and signpω1q “ ´1 if ω0 “ β.
If C is a PT -symmetric (i.e. Cp´xq “ Cpxq) solution of (2.3) with pC P L14pRdq and such
that (A.3) holds, then there are constants c1, c2, ε0 ą 0 such that for each ε P p0, ε0q there is a
solution ~B of equation (1.3) with ω “ ω0 ` ε2ω1 which satisfies p~B P L12pRdq and›››› p~B ´ ε1´d pC ˆ ¨ ´ k0ε
˙
~ηpj0qpk0q
››››
L1pRdq
ď c1ε9{5.
In particular,
} ~B ´ εCpε¨q~ηpj0qpk0qeik0¨}C0pRdq ď c2ε9{5.
The constants c1 and c2 depend polynomially on } pC}L14pRdq.
Clearly, due to p~B P L1pRdq we have the decay ~Bpxq Ñ 0 as |x| Ñ 8.
The existence of a PT -symmetric solution C is satisfied, e.g., if G0 is definite and signpΓq “
´ signpω1q. Due to the extremum of λj0 at k “ k0 we have then that D2λj0pk0q is posi-
tive/negative definite if Γ is positive/negative respectively. Hence, the NLS is of focusing type
and after a rescaling of the x variables it supports a real, positive, radially symmetric solution
with exponential decay at infinity (Townes soliton).
Note that the condition on signpω1q implies
ω “ ω0 ` ε2ω1 R σpLp∇qq.
We proceed with the proof of Theorem 1. Like in Sec. 2 we work here in Fourier variables. We
employ a Lyapunov-Schmidt-like decomposition. For each k P Rd we split the solution p~Bpkq P
CN into the component proportional to the eigenvector ~ηpj0qpkq and the l2pCNq´orthogonal
complement. We define the projections
Pk : CN Ñ span~ηpj0qpkq, ~v ÞÑ p~ηpj0qpkq˚~vq~ηpj0qpkq
and
Qk :“ I ´ Pk.
Then p~Bpkq “ p~BP pkq ` p~BQpkq,
where p~BP pkq “ Pk p~Bpkq “: ψpkq~ηpj0qpkq, p~BQpkq “ Qk p~Bpkq.
We aim to construct a solution p~B with ψ approximated by the envelope in our ansatz, i.e. by
ε1´d pC ` ¨´k0
ε
˘
. We choose for ψ a decomposition according to the support
(3.1) ψpkq “ ε1´d pD `k´k0
ε
˘` ε1´d pR `k´k0
ε
˘
,
where
supp pD Ă Bεr´1 :“ tk P Rd : |k| ă εr´1u, supp pR Ă Bcεr´1 :“ RdzBεr´1
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with r P p0, 1q. At the moment r is a free parameter; it will be specified below. We also definep~BDpkq :“ ε1´d pD `k´k0ε ˘ ~ηpj0qpkq, p~BRpkq :“ ε1´d pR `k´k0ε ˘ ~ηpj0qpkq
such that p~BP “ p~BD ` p~BR.
In the ansatz in (3.1) we wish to find the component pD close to χBεr´1 pC and the component pR
small. The component p~BD is then approximated by p~Bapp in (2.2). If also p~BQ is small, then the
whole constructed solution p~B is close to p~Bapp.
The Fourier transform of (1.1) is
(3.2) ω p~Bpkq ´ Lpikq p~Bpkq `x~Np p~Bqpkq “ 0, k P Rd.
For the selected ansatz equation (3.2) becomes
ε1´dpω0 ` ε2ω1 ´ λj0pkqq
´ pD `k´k0
ε
˘` pR `k´k0
ε
˘¯` ~ηpj0qpkq˚x~Np p~Bqpkq “ 0,(3.3)
Qk
`pω0 ` ε2ω1qI ´ Lpikq˘Qk p~BQpkq `Qkx~Np p~Bqpkq “ 0.(3.4)
Because ω0 P σpLpik0qq, the inverse of the matrix pω0`ε2ω1qI´Lpikq is not bounded uniformly
in ε. In a neighbourhood of k0 the norm of the inverse blows up as εÑ 0. However,
Mk :“ Qk
`pω0 ` ε2ω1qI ´ Lpikq˘Qk
is invertible uniformly in ε due to assumption (A.2).
We separate the explicit part of (3.4) by writingx~Np p~Bqpkq “ x~Np p~BP qpkq ` px~Np p~Bqpkq ´x~Np p~BP qpkqq
and p~BQ “ p~BQ,1 ` p~BQ,2,
where p~BQ,1 solves the explicit part, i.e.
(3.5) p~BQ,1pkq “ ´M´1k Qkx~Np p~BP qpkq.
The system to solve is thus
ε1´dpω0 ` ε2ω1 ´ λj0pkqq
´ pD `k´k0
ε
˘` pR `k´k0
ε
˘¯` ~ηpj0qpkq˚x~Np p~Bqpkq “ 0(3.6)
Mk
p~BQ,2pkq `Qkpx~Np p~Bqpkq ´x~Np p~BP qpkqq “ 0.(3.7)
Our procedure for constructing a solution can be sketched as follows.
(1) For any pD, pR P L1pRdq equation (3.5) produces a small p~BQ,1 (because } p~BP }L1 “ Opεq).
(2) For any pD, pR P L1pRdq and p~BQ,1 from step 1 we solve (3.7) by a fixed point argument
for a small p~BQ,2.
(3) For any pD P L1pRdq and for p~BQ from steps 1 and 2 we solve (3.6) with k P Bεrpk0qc for
a small pR by a fixed point argument.
(4) With the components obtained in the above steps we find a solution pD P L12pRdq of (3.6)
with k P Bεrpk0q close to a pC P L12pRdq (with C a solution of (2.3)) - provided such a C
exists. In addition C needs to satisfy a certain symmetry, the PT -symmetry. Also here
a fixed point argument is used - roughly speaking for the difference pD ´ pC.
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(5) The error } p~B ´ p~Bapp}L1pRdq is Opε9{5q if pC decays fast enough, namely if pC P L14pRdq.
Lemma 1. If pD P L1pRdq, pR P L1sRpRdq for some sR ě 0, and supp pD Ă Bεr´1 , supp pR Ă Bcεr´1,
then there are constant c1, c2 ą 0 such that for all ε ą 0 small enough
} p~BP }L1pRdq ď c1ε´} pD}L1pBεr´1 q ` εp1´rqsR} pR}L1sR pBcεr´1 q¯
and
}x~Np p~BP q}L1pRdq ď c2ε3 ´} pD}L1pBεr´1 q ` εp1´rqsR} pR}L1sR pBcεr´1 q¯3 .
Proof. Because } pfpε´1p¨ ´ k0qq}L1pRdq “ εd} pf}L1pRdq, we have
} p~BP }L1pRdq ď cεˆ} pD}L1pRdq ` ż
Rd
p1` |κ|q´sRp1` |κ|qsR | pRpκq| dκ˙
ď cε
˜
} pD}L1pRdq ` sup
κPBc
εr´1
p1` |κ|q´sR} pR}L1sR pBcεr´1 q
¸
ď c1ε
´
} pD}L1pBεr´1 q ` εp1´rqsR} pR}L1sR pBcεr´1 q¯ .
The estimate for }x~Np p~BP q}L1pRdq follows by Young’s inequality for convolutions. l
(1) Component p~BQ,1
Because p~BQ,1 “ ´M´1k Qkx~Np p~BP qpkq, we get from Lemma 1 the estimate
(3.8) } p~BQ,1}L1pRdq ď cε3p} pD}L1pRdq ` } pR}L1pRdqq3.
(2) Component p~BQ,2
With p~BQ,1 from above (and pD, pR given) component p~BQ,2 satisfiesp~BQ,2pkq “M´1k Qk ˆx~Np p~BP qpkq ´x~Np p~BP ` p~BQ,1 ` p~BQ,2qpkq˙ “: ~Gp p~BQ,2qpkq.
Due to the cubic structure of ~N we have
}~Gp p~BQ,2q}L1pRdq ď c} p~BQ,1 ` p~BQ,2}L1pRdqp} p~BP }L1pRdq ` } p~BQ,1}L1pRdq ` } p~BQ,2}L1pRdqq2.
For p~BQ,2 P Bεη , η ą 0 we have
}~Gp p~BQ,2q}L1pRdq ď cp} pD}L1 , } pR}L1qpε5 ` ε2`η ` ε1`2η ` ε3ηq.
Hence, ~G : BpL
1q
c0ε5
Ñ BpL1qc0ε5 for some c0p} pD}L1 , } pR}L1q ą 0, where BpL1qα :“ t~v P L1pRdq :
}~v}L1pRdq ď αu. The constants c and c0 depend polynomially on } pD}L1 and } pR}L1 .
Similary, we obtain the contraction (for ε ą 0 small enough)
}~Gp p~Bp1qQ,Rq ´ ~Gp p~Bp2qQ,Rq}L1pRdq ď cε2} p~Bp1qQ,R ´ p~Bp2qQ,R}L1pRdq,
if p~Bp1qQ,R, p~Bp2qQ,R P BpL1qc0ε5 . Hence, for ε ą 0 small enough we have a unique solution p~BQ,2 P BpL1qc0ε5 ofp~BQ,2 “ ~Gp p~BQ,2q, i.e.
(3.9) } p~BQ,2}L1pRdq ď c0p} pD}L1 , } pR}L1qε5.
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(3) Component p~BR
For any pD P L1pRdq and with the above estimate on p~BQ we look for a small pR. The support ofpR is Bcεr´1 , whence for k P RdzBεrpk0q we can divide in (3.6) by ω0 ` ε2ω1 ´ λj0pkq and obtain
pRˆk ´ k0
ε
˙
“ εd´1νpkq~ηpj0qpkq˚x~Np p~Bqpkq, k P RdzBεrpk0q
with
νpkq :“ pλj0pkq ´ ω0 ´ ε2ω1q´1.
Since ∇λj0pk0q “ 0, we have |λj0pkq´ω0| ą cε2r for all k P RdzBεrpk0q and hence |νpkq| ď cε´2r.
In order to exploit the localized nature of p~BD and the smallness of p~BQ, we write for κ :“ k´k0εpRpκq “ Hp pRqpκq,
where
(3.10)
Hp pRqpκq :“ εd´1νpk0 ` εκq „hpk0 ` εκq´1hpk0 ` εκq~ηpj0qpk0 ` εκq˚x~Np p~BDqpk0 ` εκq
`~ηpj0qpk0 ` εκq˚
ˆx~Np p~Bqpk0 ` εκq ´x~Np p~BDqpk0 ` εκq˙
with hpkq :“
´
1` |k´k0|
ε
¯sD
. Using sup
kPsuppx~BR |hpkq´1| ď cεp1´rqsD , the cubic form of x~N and
the fact that
´ pD ` ¨´k0
ε
˘ ˚ pD ` ¨`k0
ε
˘ ˚ pD ` ¨´k0
ε
˘¯ pk0 ` εκq “ ε2dp pD ˚ pD ˚ pDqpκq, we get
}Hp pRq}L1pRdq ďc1ε2´2r`p1´rqsD}p1` | ¨ |qsDp pD ˚ pD ˚ pDqp¨q}L1pRdq
` c2ε´2r´1
ˆ
} p~BR}L1pRdq ` } p~BQ}L1pRdq˙ˆ} p~BD}L1pRdq ` } p~BR}L1pRdq ` } p~BQ}L1pRdq˙2 .
Since } p~BR}L1pRdq ď cε} pR}L1pRdq, } p~BD}L1pRdq ď cε} pD}L1pRdq, and } p~BQ}L1pRdq ď cp} pD}L1 , } pR}L1qε3
(with a polynomial c), we have
}Hp pRq}L1pRdq ďcε2´2r ´εp1´rqsD} pD}3L1sD pRdq ` } pR}3L1pRdq ` } pR}2L1pRdq ` } pR}L1pRdq ` ε2¯
with c depending polynomially on } pD}L1 and } pR}L1 .
If pD P L1sDpRdq, sD ě 0, then there is a constant c depending polynomially on } pD}L1sD pRdq
such that
}Hp pRq}L1pRdq ď cp} pD}L1sD qεα, α :“ mint4´ 2r, p2` sDqp1´ rqu
for all R with } pR}L1pRdq ď cεα and all ε ą 0 small enough. Hence H : BpL1qcεα Ñ BpL1qcεα for some
c ą 0 if ε ą 0 is small enough and if pD P L1sDpRdq.
Similarly, we get the contraction property of H on BpL
1q
cεα for ε ą 0 small enough. The
constructed fixed point pR P BpL1qcεα yields for any sD ě 0
(3.11) } p~BR}L1pRdq ď cp} pD}L1sD qεα`1.
(4) Component p~BD
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Finally, we consider the component p~BD. For k P suppp p~BDq “ Bεrpk0q we rewrite (3.6) as
follows. We add and subtract x~Np p~BDq like in (3.10), we Taylor expand λj0pkq at k “ k0, and we
use the variable κ “ ε´1pk ´ k0q. This leads to
(3.12) pω1 ´ κTG0κq pDpκq ` χBεr´1 pκqΓp pD ˚ pD ˚ pDqpκq “ ρp pDqpκq,
where
ρp pDqpκq “ χBεr´1 pκq „Γp pD ˚ pD ˚ pDqpκq ´ εd´3~ηpj0qpk0 ` εκq˚x~Np p~BDqpk0 ` εκq
` ε´2
„
δpk0 ` εκq pDpκq ` εd´1χBεr´1 pκq~ηpj0qpk0 ` εκq˚ˆx~Np p~Bqpk0 ` εκq ´x~Np p~BDqpk0 ` εκq˙
and δpkq :“ λj0pkq ´ ω0 ´ 12pk ´ k0qTD2λj0pk0qpk ´ k0q.
Next, we write ρ “ ρ1 ` ρ2 ` ρ3, where
ρ1p pDqpκq :“ χBεr´1 pκq „Γp pD ˚ pD ˚ pDqpκq ´ εd´3~ηpj0qpk0 ` εκq˚x~Np p~BDqpk0 ` εκq ,
ρ2p pDqpκq :“ ´ε´2δpk0 ` εκq pDpκq,
ρ3p pDqpκq :“ εd´3χBεr´1 pκq~ηpj0qpk0 ` εκq˚ˆx~Np p~Bqpk0 ` εκq ´x~Np p~BDqpk0 ` εκq˙ .
For ρ1 we get
ρ1p pDqpκq “ε´2d ÿ
m,n,oPt1,...,Nu
jPt1,...,Nu
γ
pm,n,oq
j
ż
B2εr
ż
Bεr pk0q
´
η
pj0q
j pk0 ` εκqηpj0qm pk0 ` εκ´ sqηpj0qn ps´ tqηpj0qo ptq
´Γq pD ´κ´ s
ε
¯ pDˆs´ t` k0
ε
˙ pDˆt´ k0
ε
˙
dt ds
“
ÿ
m,n,oPt1,...,Nu
jPt1,...,Nu
γ
pm,n,oq
j
ż
B2εr´1
ż
Bεr´1
´
η
pj0q
j pk0 ` εκqηpj0qm pk0 ` εpκ´ s˜qqηpj0qn pk0 ` εps˜´ t˜qqˆ
ˆηpj0qo pk0 ` εt˜q ´ Γ
˘ pD pκ´ s˜q pD `s˜´ t˜˘ pD `t˜˘ dt˜ ds˜.
Because Γ “ řm,n,o,jPt1,...,Nu γpm,n,oqj ηpj0qj pk0qηpj0qm pk0qηpj0qn pk0qηpj0qo pk0q, we getˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
m,n,o,jPt1,...,Nu
γ
pm,n,oq
j η
pj0q
j pk0 ` εκqηpj0qm pk0 ` εpκ´ s˜qqηpj0qn pk0 ` εps˜´ t˜qqηpj0qo pk0 ` εt˜q ´ Γ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď cεp|κ| ` |κ´ s˜| ` |s˜´ t˜| ` |t˜|q
due to the Lipschitz continuity of k ÞÑ ηpj0qpkq. Hence, by Young’s inequality for convolutions,
}ρ1p pDq}L1pRdq ď cε} pD}3L11pRdq.
For ρ2 we note that |δpk0` εκq| ď cε3|κ|3 for κ P Bεr´1 and ε ą 0 small enough. We estimate
}ρ2p pDq}L1pRdq ď cε ż
Bεr´1
|κ|3| pDpκq| dκ ď cε sup
kPBεr´1
|κ|β
ż
Rd
|κ|3´β| pDpκq| dκ
ď cε1´βp1´rq} pD}L13´βpRdq(3.13)
for any β P r0, 3q.
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Finally, we estimate ρ3. Note that
x~Np p~Bqpk0 ` ε¨q ´x~Np p~BDqpk0 ` ε¨q appears also in (3.10).
We have
}x~Np p~Bqpk0 ` ε¨q ´x~Np p~BDqpk0 ` ε¨q}L1pRdq
ď ε´d
ˆ
} p~BR}L1pRdq ` } p~BQ}L1pRdq˙ˆ} p~BD}L1pRdq ` } p~BR}L1pRdq ` } p~BQ}L1pRdq˙2
ď c1p} pD}L1sD qε´d ´pεα`3 ` ε5q} pD}2L1pRdq ` pε2α`3 ` ε7q} pD}L1pRdq ` ε3α`3 ` ε9¯
ď c2p} pD}L1sD qpεα`3´d ` ε5´dq
for ε ą 0 small enough, where we have made use of (3.8), (3.9), (3.11), the fact that } p~BD}L1 ď
ε} pD}L1 and the estimate } pR}L1 ď cp} pD}L1sD qεα. The dependence of c1 and c2 on } pD}L1sD is
polynomial. As a result
}ρ3p pDq}L1pRdq ď cp} pD}L1sD qpεα ` ε2q.
The whole right hand side of (3.12) is thus estimated as
}ρp pDq}L1pRdq ď cp} pD}L1sD , } pD}L13´βq `ε1´βp1´rq ` εα˘
for any β P r0, 3q. Once again, the constant c depends polynomially on its arguments.
For example, the choice sD “ 2, β “ 1, r “ 1{2 leads to α “ 2 and 1 ´ βp1 ´ rq “ 1{2,
i.e. }ρp pDq}L1pRdq ď cε1{2 provided pD P L12pRdq. For sD “ 2, β “ 1 the largest value of
mint1´ βp1´ rq, αu is 4{5 attained at r “ 4{5. Hence, with r “ 4{5 we get the estimate
(3.14) }ρp pDq}L1pRdq ď cp} pD}L12qε4{5.
We return now to equation (3.12), which is a perturbation of the NLS (2.3). Writing
fNLSpCq :“ ω1C `∇T pG0∇Cq ` Γ|C|2C,
equation (3.12) is
(3.15) χBεr´1
{fNLSpDq “ ρp pDq.
We search for a solution D close to a solution C of the NLS, i.e. of fNLSpCq “ 0. For that we
set pD “ χBεr´1 pC ` pd
with suppppdq Ă Bεr´1 and look for a solution with a small pd.
In order to obtain a differentiable function (to use the Jacobian of the NLS), we write fNLS
in real variables. Writing D “ DR ` iDI , C “ CR ` iCI , d “ dR ` idI , and ρ “ ρR ` iρI , we
define
FNLSpDR, DIq :“
ˆ
RepfNLSpDR ` iDIqq
ImpfNLSpDR ` iDIqq
˙
,
the Jacobian
(3.16) J :“ DFNLSpCR, CIq
as well as the Fourier-truncation of the JacobianpJε :“ χBεr´1F ´DFNLSpCpεqR , CpεqI ¯ ,
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where xCRpεq :“ χBεr´1 xCR, CpεqR :“ F´1pxCRpεqq and xCI pεq :“ χBεr´1xCI , CpεqI :“ F´1pxCI pεqq. pJε has
the formpJε “χBεr´1 pω1 ` κTG0κqId2ˆ2
` χBεr´1Γ
˜
3xCRpεq ˚ xCRpεq ˚ `xCI pεq ˚xCI pεq˚ 2xCRpεq ˚xCI pεq˚
2xCRpεq ˚xCI pεq˚ 3xCI pεq ˚xCI pεq ˚ `xCRpεq ˚ xCRpεq˚
¸
.
With this notation (3.15) reads pJε p~d “ W pp~dq,
where p~d :“ pxdR, pdIqT and W pp~dq :“ χBεr´1~ρp p~Cpεq ` p~dq ´ χBεr´1 ˆFNLSp p~Cpεq ` p~dq ´ pJε p~d˙
with p~Cpεq :“ pxCRpεq,xCI pεqqT and ~ρ :“ pρR, ρIqT .
The aim is to construct a small fixed point p~d P L1sDpRdq of pJ´1ε W . The difficulty is that
the inverse of pJε is not bounded uniformly in ε. This is due to the presence of the d ` 1 zero
eigenvalues of J caused by the d spatial shift invariances and the phase invariance of the NLS,
see assumption (A.3). The distance of the essential spectrum of pJε from zero is |ω1| due to
the choice of signpω1q. To eliminate the zero eigenvalues, we work in a symmetric subspace
of L1sDpRdq in which the invariances do not hold. A natural symmetry is the PT -symmetry.
Hence, we consider the fixed point problemp~d “ pJ´1ε W pp~dq
in the space
XsymsD :“tp~d P L1sDpRdq : supppp~dq Ă Bεr´1 , dp´xq “ dpxq @x P Rdu
“tp~d P L1sDpRdq : supppp~dq Ă Bεr´1 , ImpxdRq “ ´Rep pdIqu.
Note that pJ0, pJε : L1qpRdq Ñ L1q´2pRdq for any q ě 2. Because of assumption (A.3) pJ´10 is
bounded in XsymsD for any sD ě 2. Since pJε is a perturbation of pJ0, we still need to ensure that
0 is not an eigenvalue of pJε. For that we use a spectral stability result of Kato, see [9, Theorem
IV.3.17]. Applied to our problem in the Banach space XsymsD´2, sD ě 2 with the domain of pJ0
being Dp pJ0q “ XsymsD , it reads:
Assume pJε ´ pJ0 is pJ0-bounded, i.e. domainp pJ0q Ă domainp pJε ´ pJ0q and for some a, b ě 0 is
(3.17) }p pJε ´ pJ0qp~d}L1sD´2 ď a}p~d}L1sD´2 ` b} pJ0 p~d}L1sD´2 for all p~d P XsymsD .
If for some ζ P ρp pJ0q
(3.18) a}p pJ0 ´ ζq´1}L1sD´2ÑL1sD ` b} pJ0p pJ0 ´ ζq´1}L1sD´2ÑL1sD´2 ă 1,
then ζ P ρp pJεq and
}p pJε ´ ζq´1}L1sD´2ÑL1sD ď}p pJ0 ´ ζq´1}L1sD´2ÑL1sD ´1´ a}p pJ0 ´ ζq´1}L1sD´2ÑL1sD
´b} pJ0p pJ0 ´ ζq´1}L1sD´2ÑL1sD´2¯´1 .
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We check now (3.17) and (3.18) for ζ “ 0. For p~d P XsymsD one has
}p pJε ´ pJ0qp~d}L1sD´2 “ |Γ| ›››´xCRpεq ˚ xCRpεq ´ xCR ˚ xCR¯ ˚ p3xdR ` pdIq
`
´xCI pεq ˚xCI pεq ´xCI ˚xCI¯ ˚ p3 pdI `xdRq
`2
´xCRpεq ˚xCI pεq ´ xCR ˚xCI¯ ˚ pxdR ` pdIq›››
L1sD´2
.
Writing yCR,I pεq “: yCR,I ` yγR,I pεq, it is supppyγR,I pεqq Ă Bcεr´1 . The difference p pJε ´ pJ0qp~d consists
of terms that are linear or quadratic in yγR,I pεq; for instance terms like xγRpεq ˚ xCRpεq ˚ xdR orpγI pεq ˚ xCRpεq ˚ pdI . Because
}yγR,I pεq}L1sD´2 “
ż
Bc
εr´1
p1` |κ|qsD´2|yγR,Ipκq| dκ
ď sup
|κ|ąεr´1
1
p1` |κ|q2 }yγR,I pεq}L1sD ď cε2p1´rq}yγR,I pεq}L1sD ,
Young’s inequality for convolutions yields
}p pJε ´ pJ0qp~d}L1sD´2 ď cp} pC}L1sD qε2p1´rq}p~d}L1sD´2
with c depending polynomially on } pC}L1sD . Conditions (3.17) and (3.18) for ζ “ 0 are thus
satisfied with a “ cε2p1´rq and b “ 0 if ε ą 0 is small enough and if pC P L1sDpRdq.
For the fixed point problem we use sD “ 2 with the optimal value r “ 4{5 and show firstly
that if pC P Xsym2 , then there is some c ą 0 such that
(3.19) pJ´1ε W : B2, symcε4{5 Ñ B2, symcε4{5 ,
where B2, sym
cε4{5 is the cε
4{5-ball in Xsym2 , i.e.
B2, sym
cε4{5 :“ tϕ P Xsym2 : }ϕ}L12 ď cε4{5u.
Secondly, we prove that pJ´1ε W is contractive provided pC P t pf P L1sDpRdq : ImpxfRq “ ´ReppfIqu.
We start by showing pJε : Xsym2 Ñ Xsym0 . The loss of 2 in the weight is due to the factor κTG0κ.
The entries ω1`κTG0κ clearly preserve the PT -symmetry. For the convolution terms we have,
for instance
ImpxCRq “ ´RepxCIq ñ ImpxCRpεqq “ ´RepxCI pεqq ñ Cpεqp´xq “ Cpεqpxq @x.
Hence Cpεq
2
R dR, C
pεq2
I dR, and C
pεq
R C
pεq
I dI are even and C
pεq2
I dI , C
pεq2
R dI , and C
pεq
R C
pεq
I dR are odd such
that the PT´symmetry is preserved also by the convolution terms. In end effect, Impp pJε p~dq1q “
´Repp pJε p~dq2q. Hence, pJε : Xsym2 Ñ Xsym0 and for pJ´1ε we get pJ´1ε : Xsym0 Ñ Xsym2 .
Next, we show that W : B2, sym
cε4{5 Ñ B0,symcε4{5 if pC P Xsym2 . The term ρ is estimated in (3.14) and
dictates the order ε4{5. The difference FNLSp p~Cpεq` p~dq´ pJε p~d consists of terms quadratic in p~d and
hence is bounded in L1pRdq by c1p}p~d}2L1pRdq ` }p~d}3L1pRdqq. In summary,
}W pp~dq}L1pRdq ď c2pε4{5 ` }p~d}2L1pRdq ` }p~d}3L1pRdqq ď cε4{5
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if }p~d}L1pRdq ď cε4{5 and ε ą 0 is small enough. Due to the boundedness of pJ´1ε : Xsym0 Ñ Xsym2
we thus have (3.19).
The contractive property of pJ´1ε W in B2, symcε4{5 is now clear due to the quadratic nature of
FNLSp p~Cpεq ` p~dq ´ pJε p~d.
We conclude that if the solution C of the NLS (2.3) satisfies pC P t pf P L12pRdq : ImpxCRq “
´RepxCIqu, then there is c ą 0 such that for all ε ą 0 small enough the constructed solution D
of (3.12) satisfies pD P t pf P L12pRdq : ImpxfRq “ ´ReppfIqu
and
(3.20) } pD ´ χB
ε´1{5
pC}L12pRdq ď cp} pC}L12pRdqqε4{5.
This allows us to estimate p~BD ´ p~Bapp. We have
} p~BD ´ p~Bapp}L1pRdq ďε1´d
#››››ˆ pDˆ ¨ ´ k0ε
˙
´ pC ˆ ¨ ´ k0
ε
˙˙
~ηpj0qpk0q
››››
L1pBεr pk0qq
`
›››› pDˆ ¨ ´ k0ε
˙`
~ηpj0qp¨q ´ ~ηpj0qpk0q
˘››››
L1pBεr pk0qq
`
›››› pC ˆ ¨ ´ k0ε
˙
~ηpj0qpk0q
››››
L1pBcεr pk0qq
+
Next we use (3.20), the Lipschitz continuity of ~ηpj0q, and the estimate } pC}L1pBc
εr´1 q ď εp1´rqsC} pC}L1sC pRdq
for all sC ě 0. This produces at r “ 4{5
} p~BD ´ p~Bapp}L1pRdq ďc´ε9{5 ` ε2} pD}L11pRdq ` ε1`sC{5} pC}L1sC pRdq¯
ďcp1` } pD}L11pRdq ` } pC}L14pRdqqε9{5,
if sC “ 4.
We can now summarize the error estimate
} p~B ´ p~Bapp}L1pRdq ď } p~BD ´ p~Bapp}L1pRdq ` } p~B ´ p~BD}L1pRdq
ď } p~BD ´ p~Bapp}L1pRdq ` } p~BQ}L1pRdq ` } p~BR}L1pRdq.
The components p~BQ and p~BR are estimated in (3.8), (3.9), and (3.11). Having now estimated
} pR}L1 in terms of } pC}L1 and } pD}L1 in terms of } pC}L12 , we get for r “ 4{5 and sD “ 2
} p~BQ}L1pRdq ď c1p} pC}L12pRdqqε3, } p~BR}L1pRdq ď c2p} pC}L12pRdqqε9{5,
where c1 and c2 depend polynomially on } pC}L12pRdq. Hence, the estimate in Theorem 1 is proved.
Remark on the ε-convergence: We expect that the error converges like ε2 rather than ε9{5,
see also the numerical test in Sec. 4. In order to have }ρp pDq}L1 ď cε, we need to set β “ 0
in (3.13), obtaining }ρ2p pDq}L1 ď cε} pD}L13 . In the fixed point construction of pd we could then
work in B3, symcε . This, however, requires that pJ´1ε : Xsym0 Ñ Xsym3 , which is not obvious.
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4. Numerical Example of Bifurcating Gap Solitons for d “ 2
In [6] it is shown that assumption (A.1), i.e. the existence of a spectral gap is satisfied for
N “ 4 in the symmetric case
(4.1)
vp1qg “ ´vp2qg “: v, vp3qg “ ´vp4qg “: w,
κ12 “ κ34 “: α1,
κ14 “ κ32 “: α2,
κ13 “ κ42 “: α3,
κjj “ 0, j “ 1, . . . , 4
provided |α1|2 ą 2p|α2|2 ` |α3|2q. In the following example we choose v “ p0, 1qT , w “ p1, 0qT ,
α1 “ 2, and α2 “ α3 “ 1. The dispersion relation ωj : R2 Ñ R, j “ 1, . . . , 4 of (1.1) is plotted
in Fig. 1. The gap appears even though the sufficient condition |α1|2 ą 2p|α2|2 ` |α3|2q is
not satisfied. We see that the second eigenvalue λ2 has an isolated maximum at k “ k0 :“ 0.
ω
K2
-8
-6
-4
-2
0
2
4
6
-5 0 50
K1
5-5
Figure 1. Dispersion relation of (1.1) for the example in Sec. 4.
The corresponding frequency is ω0 :“ λ2p0q “ 0. The eigenvector corresponding to λ2p0q is
~ηj0p0q “ 1?2p1, 1,´1,´1qT .
We use the following special case of the coefficients γpm,n,oqj in (1.3)
(4.2)
1 “ γpj,j,jqj “ γpj,i,iqj “ γpi,i,jqj , i, j “ 1, . . . , 4,
“ γp3,2,4q1 “ γp4,2,3q1 “ γp3,1,4q2 “ γp4,1,3q2
“ γp1,4,2q3 “ γp2,4,1q3 “ γp1,3,2q4 “ γp2,3,1q4 ,
γ
pm,n,oq
j “ 0 otherwise.
Clearly, coefficients (4.1) and (4.2) allow symmetric solutions with B2 “ B1 and B4 “ B3. We
do not make a direct use of this symmetry in our computations. We construct the approximation
~Bapp of a solution of (1.3) at ω “ ω0 ` ε2ω1 for six values of ε: 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, 0.025, 0.0125, and
0.00625. The coefficients of the effective NLS (2.3) are G0 “ ´0.25 I2x2 and Γ “ 2.25 and we
choose ω1 “ 1. A real C radially symmetric was chosen in this example. It was computed using
the shooting method for the NLS in polar variables.
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Using the numerical Petviashvili iteration [10, 1], we also produce a numerical approximation
of a solution ~B at ω “ ω0 ` ε2. The Petviashvili iteration is a fixed point iteration in Fourier
variables with a stabilizing normalization factor. The initial guess of the iteration was chosen
as ~Bapp. Note that although ~Bapp can be real (if a real solution C of the NLS is chosen),
equation (1.3) does not allow real solutions ~B due to the term i∇ ~B and due to the realness of
α1, α2, and α3 and of γ
pm,n,oq
j . Nevertheless, if ~Bapp is real, there must be a solution ~B with
Imp ~Bq “ Opε9{5q. Figure 2 shows ~Bapp and ~B for ε “ 0.05.
The numerical parameters for the Petviashvili iteration were selected as follows: we compute
on the domain x P r´3{ε, 3{εs2 with the discretization given by 160x160 grid points, i.e. dx1 “
dx2 “ 3{p80εq. Note that because k0 “ 0, the relatively coarse discretization for small values
of ε does not matter (there are no oscillations to be resolved). For each ε we evaluate the
Figure 2. Asymptotic approximation Bapp,1 and the numerical solution B1 (real
and imaginary part) at ε “ 0.05.
asymptotic error E :“ } ~B´ ~Bapp}C0 . Figure 3 shows the convergence of the error in ε. Clearly,
Epεq „ cε2, which suggests that our proof (which produces cε9{5) is suboptimal.
0.0063 0.0125 0.025 0.05 0.1 0.2
ε
10-4
10-3
10-2
‖~B − ~Bapp‖C0
b
Cε2
Figure 3. Convergence of the asymptotic error in ε.
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